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INTRODUCTION
Article 1, Preliminary,
Very little reliable information has been obtained on the
subject of Wall Footing. This investigation is a continuation of
Brand & Bushnell's Thesis of 1908, and its purpose is to determine
safe working stresses which may be used in designing footings with
or without reinforcement. The tests were made with the intention
of approaching as nearly as possible to actual conditions.
Article 2, 3cop© of Tests.
(a) Forty- two footings were testdd. Of these, eight were of
plain concrete, eighteen with longitudinal reinforcement and sixteen
with both longitudinal and web reinforcement. The proportions in
the plain concre te°°varvfed from 1-1 1/2-3 to 1-3-fi. Two pieces of
each mixture were tested and the results compared. The footings
with reinforcement were all made of 1-2 1/2-5 concrete. The percent
of reinforcement varied from 0.55% to 1.53$. Two pieces wore made
and tested for each percent and method of reinforcing. The results
were taen compared and the conclusions drawn. All tests were made
at about the age of 3ixty days.
(b) Notation.
The following notation will be used and is the same as that
used in Bulletin No. 29, University of Illinois Experiment station:
b - breadth of footing.
d =* distance from the compression face to the center of metal
re inforcement.
A = area of cross section of longitudinal reinforcement,
p - A/bd = ratio of area of metal reinforcement to area of
concrete above center of reinforcement.
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Notation (cont'd. )
o = circumference or periphery of one reinforcing bar.
m a number of reinforcing bars.
E
g
= modulus of elasticity of steel,
E„ initial modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression,
n * E3/Ec sb ratio of two moduli.
f s» tensile stress per unit of area in metal reinforcement,
d* =* distance from center of reinforcement to center of gravity
of compressive stresses.
j sa ratio d' to d. d ' sa jd.
M » resisting moment at the givensection.
the extreme fiber o f
S sa horizontal tensile stress oer unit of area in the concrete.
'A
u = Bond stress per unit of area on the surface of the reinforc-
ing bars.
v = Vertical shearing stress and horizontal shearing stress per
unit of area in the concrete.
h sb depth of plain footings which was eleven inches in all cases.
Article 3, Theory and Available Data.
(1) Classification of stresses.
The different kinds of stresses which nust be taken into
account in the design of reinforced concrete wall footings are the
same as those which occur in beams and may be classified as follows:
(a) Tension in the longitudinal reinforcement.
(b) Compression in upper fibers of concrete.
(c) Diagonal tension.
(d) Bond stresses, or stresses due to the tendency of the rein-
forcing bars to slip.
Failures by tension in the longitudinal reinforcement occurred
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in the footing! containing a percent of reinforcement toolow to
develop the diagonal tension or bond stresses high enough for
failure. In this series of tests no failures were obtained by com-
pression of the concrete, the test pieces failing by tension in steel,
diagonal tension or bond before the full compressive strength of the
concrete was developed.
(2) Formulas used.
In calculating the stress in the longitudinal reinforcement
the formula M » Afjd was used, the notation being as given. Although
the value of j varies from 0.83 to n.87 for the range of percentages
here used the constant value, j = 0.87 was used in the calculation.
The tensile stress in the lower fiber of the plain concrete
was calculated from the flexure formula M = Sl/c where 3 is the
stress in the lower fiber, I the moment of inertia of the section
about the neutral axi3 and c is equal to h/2.
In the reinforced footings the vertical shearing stress was
obtained from the formula v = V/.87bd where V is the total vertical
shear at the point and v is the vertical shearing stress in lb. per
sq. in.
The bond stresses were obtained by the formula u » v/.87mod
as found in Bulletin No. 29, University of Illinois Experiment
station. Again V is the total vertical shear at the point and the
rest of the notation is as given.
The ahove mentioned stresses were calculated for each footing
and arranged in tables with other data, for convenience of reference.
Article 4.
Materials, Test Pieces and Method of Testing.
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(1) Materials.
All material -3 used were bought, or supplied by manufacturers
of the Middle West. The round steel rods were furnished by the
Illinois Steel Company of Chicago. The corrugated rods were
supplied by the Corrugated Bar Company of 3t Louis.
land. The sand was clean, sharp, well graded and of good
quality from Attica Indiana. One cubic foot weigh3 approximate ly
100 Lbs. 3ee Tat>le No » 1 mechanical analysis.
3tone. The stone used was a good quality of crushed lime
stone from the quarry near Kankakee, Illinois. It was ordered
screened through a one inch and over a quarter inch sieve. It
contains about 48.5 percent voids. Table No. 2 shows mechanical
analysis. It weighed about 83 lb. per cubic foot.
was used.
Cement. Chicago AA Portland CementA Tensile strength at
different ages and various proportions are a3 given in Table No. 3.
Table No. 4 gives fineness tests of cement.
Concrete. The concrete was mixed by men accustomed to the
work. Measurements were made by loose volumes and checked by
weighing. Care was ta'-en in the mixing to make the concrete of a
uniform consistency. The sand and cement were first mixed dry.
The stone was then added and the mass thoroughly mixed. Water was
then added and the concrete well mixed.
Steel. Two kinds of reinforcing bars were used, plain
round rods of different diameters and one half inch square corrugat
ed bars, new style. The plain round rods were of mild open hearth
steel with an elastic limit of about 4T>,noo lb. per sq. in. and
the corrugated bars were of high steel with an elastic limit of
about 56,000 lb. per sq. in. For tests on steel see Table No. 5.
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Table No. 1
Analysis of Sand.
-5e pc^ r&~tion .Size Pkr- CentSieve f\| a.
P'-SJ s £> 1 y\ g
.
s
/o as/
/£ <?^3
3o 3?./
^o .oy& y£.S
S~o . &y3
7^ 3.3
y\s~o '7
Table No. 2.
Analysis of "5 tone.
/ "
/
5
3 3^.3"
/3
S 3. y
/Y
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(o ) • Test Pieces.
The footings tested had a width of 12 inches, and a total
depth of 11 inches. The depth to the center of reinforcement was
10 inches. Except for No. 1665 and 1GG6, the seven foot pieces,
all the footings were five feet long. The longitudinal reinforcing
bar3 were four feet ilx inches long. When turned up bars were used
they were bent up at points three inches and nine inches from the
edge of the pier. In the pieces where stirrups were used they wer^
placed at distances 2, 5, 9 and 15 inches from edge of 3tem. Figs.
1 and 2 3how form of test pieces and arrangement of steel reinforce-
ment.
(3) Making of Test Pieces.
The test pieces were made in wooden forms on the concrete
floor of the Road Laboratory. A sheet of building paper was spread
under the form; the latter were removed after seven days.
(4) Minor Test Piecer,
Plain concrete control beams 6lr* 3 feet 4 inches and
A A
f> inch cubes were made from the same batches as many of the footings.
The cubes were tested in the 10^,000 lb. Riehle Testing Machine.
Table No. 6 gives the compressive strength of these cubes. The con-
trol beams were tested on a span of 3 feet and one-third point load-
ing. The results of theve tests are given in Table No. 7.
(5) Forms Used.
The forms were of 2 x 12 inch pine lumber dressed on both
sides and held together by clampg. The pier wa3 cast in a square
wooden box placed on the form for the body of the footing. The pier
was made of the same mixture as the footing.
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Teats of Cement.
Table No. 3.
7 y Z<2
/v /-3 /-3
1 733- /20 7"3o 2£3
z /70
3 /6,3~ Z^3~
/go 77
J
Z3~S~
S y^r /7S- zs^r
7ZS~ /76 76 3 23^
Cement - Chicago AA Portland.
Sand - Ottawa 20 - 30.
A'0/77 cuss- V 0>^y
/-3 A/e^7 /-3
/ 2&o 3 /s- 303
z £9J7 zzs" 3 00 J3/0
3 7/0 223 S/S~
4- 723 ZZS 300
jT ~7&3 2zs g> /3~ 3 00
4/^/7 Z3Z 30 7 3^6
Neat - 21^ Water Used.
With 3and - 9% Water Used.
7 /?<s*y 7~^^ 20 P&y
7)7<s<*y /-3
/ 763 790 7&-S 3Z
O
z 770 Z00 3 OO
3 Z-/0 720 Z^"o
4- 7/0 Z30 Z&0
S 763~ 7?3~ £00 770
7*7Z 73^ Z70
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( a ) Storage.
The te3t pieces were left as made in the Road Laboratory
and not moved until they were taken to the Materials Testing Labora-
tory to be tested. They were occasionally sprinkled with water to
keep them from drying. The temperature ranged from 55° to 70° P.
(7) Machine Used.
The footings were tested in the 2Oo t000 lb. Olsen Beam
Testing Machine.
(8) Method of Testing.
In order to approximate the pressure of the soil on wall
footings, the test pieces were placed on a bed of steel springs.
The springs were 2 1/2 inches in diameter and 7 inches high. There
were twenty sets of springs containing four each. The sets were
spaced 3 inches center to center. The springs in each set were held
in place 3 inches center to center by means of dowels iust fitting
the inside of the springs and screwed to an iron plate on which the
footing rested directly. In the case of numbers lr>r>5 and 1BH6 which
were 7 feet long the sets were spaced four inches center to center.
After the test piece was in place and the springs arranged
under it, the beam of the machine was balanced, the weight of the
footing not being considered as part of the breaking load. Increments
of 20,000 lb. were applied and deflections taken. The sides of the
test pieces were watched for cracks and evidences of failure. First
cracks appeared at from 40,000 to 80,000 lb. depending on the rein-
forcement, and continued until failure. The plain concrete footings
failed suddenly and showed no preliminary signs of failure.
( 9 ) Deflections.
When the first 2000 lb. had been applied the machine was
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Table No. 4.
Fineness of Cement.
Quantity used - 1000 units.
<3 o>a*?7/'/fy
/7e ^//7e<s/
£piS <? 7*/ fy
M>. 76' ZS z s
4/<?. 7Z &Z& 7Z &Z<0
/I/a. ZS~3 7^7 Z£~.3 7^-. 7
Void Tests of Sand.
arte?/ h/crferf
/Z- Z2-&3 &9-3 /Z&
9
ZS>. /
/ - Z /JZ Z&.<9
Z-Z3-&2 z/s-.z Z9Z
Void teats of Stone.
o7/?JJr
s9*T4? ^7c?/7£ &7 h7af<?r
Tier
7<?
/Z-Z3-03 £3.0 / /^.3 ^/.3 J70.&
/- £-00 /7Z. & Zo/.Z Z&6>
Z-Z3'#3 /&3.S- 75/. & ^.7
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stopned, and narks placed on the ends, at the quarter points, and
at the middle of the footing, 11 inches above the bed of the machine
as a means of obtaining deflections. After each increment was
applied the distance to these marks was measured and subtracted from
11 inches to give the deflection of the point. These deflections
were uniform and proportional to the load applied up to about
60,0oq lb. in the reinforced footings. The deflections were used
to determine the load at failure as indicated by the brea"k in the
former due to the bending in the test piece.
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Article 5.
No teg on Testa and Failures.
In order to more clearly explain the method of failure of
the te3t pieces, detail descriptions of the failure of each are
. , Footings withgiven below: Longitudinal Reinforcement.
No. 1631. 3ix 3/3 -in. plain round rods, 0.55$. At 40,000 lh
a crack appeared six inches to the left of the pier and extended
diagonally up toward the pier. Another crack appeared 2 l/2 inches
inside of the right edge of the pier and extended vertically six
inches. As the load increased the cracks opened up and at 75,^no lb-
failure occured by teniion in the steel. As the te3t piece deflected
considerably toward the end, the load was not uniformly distributed.
From the deflections it was determined that the true failure occured
at 55,000 lb. and this load was used in the calculations.
No. 1632. Reinforcement same as in No. 1631, At 55,^00 lb.
a crack appeared under each edge of the pier and extended almost
vertically. Failure occurred at 78,000 lb. by tension in the steel
but here also on account of the bending the maximum load used in the
calculations was 60,000 lb.
No. 1633. Five l/2-in. plain r^und rods, o.Q2^. At 43,000 lb
a crack appeared 2 1/2 in. to the left of the pier and extended al-
most vertically. Failure occurred at 78,ooo lb. by tension in the
ateel and possibly bond. The failure was slow.
No. 1634. Reinforcement same as in No. 1633. At 4^,000 lb.
a crack formed on each side of the pier, 2 1/2 in. from it and ex-
tended almost vertically. The failure oc curred it 73,^00 lb. by
slipping of the bar. The failure was slow.
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No. 1635. Four 5/8 -in. plain round rods, 0.98%. In this
test no cracks were noticed before failure which occurred suddenly
at 55,ooo lb. The failure was by bond.
No. 1636. Reinforcement sane as in No. 16^5. At 80 ,ooo lb.
diagonal cracks appeared 7 in. on each side of and extending
toward the pier. The piece failed at 89,500 lb. "by diagonal ten-
sion, bond and tension in steel probably Imminent. The failure
the
wai slow. In calculations 80,000 lb. was taken as a maximum laod.
No. 1641. Five 5/8 -in. plain round rods, 1.29^. At 60,000
lb. a diagonal crack appeared 7 in. to the left of the nier.
Failure occurred suddenly at 92,000 lb. by bond and possibly diagon-
al tension. Examination of the end of the piece showed that the
bars had slipped.
No. 1642. Reinforcement same as in No. 1641. At 60,000 lb.
a diagonal crack appeared 5 in. to the left of the pier. Failure
wai ilow and occurred at 80,000 lb. by bond and diagonal tension,
No. 1645. 3ix 5/8 in. plain round rods, 1,53%. At 60,000
lb. a crack was noticed 2 in. to the left of the r>ier and inclined
slightly toward it. The footing failed suddenly at 80 ,ooo lb.
by bond and dia-onal tension, the end of the test piece being
thrown completely off the machine.
No. 1646. Reinforcement same as in No. 1645. At 60,000 lb.
a crack appeared on each side of the pier, 8 in. from it and ex-
tending diagonally upward. Violent failure occured at 122,^00 lb.
by diagonal tension and bond. Maximum load used in calculation
wa3 100,000 lb.
No. 1651. Four 1/2 in. square corrugated bars, high steel,
1 I
new style, 0.84$. At 60,000 lb. a diagonal crack was noticed 8 in.
to the left of the pier. Violent failure took nlace at 80,nno lb.
due to diagonal tension. The teat piece tipped so that there waa
more load on the south end*
No. 1652. Reinforcement same as in No. 1651. At 60,0^0 lb.
a diagonal crack opened 6 in. to the right of the pier. The piece
failed violently at 116,ooo lb. the north end being thrown off of
the machine. Maximum load used in calculations was 85,ooo lb.
No. 1655. Five bars same as in No. 1651, 1.04$. At 60,000
lb. a diagonal crack was noted 8 in. to the left of the pier.
Failure occurred suddenly at 72,000 lb. t the left end being thrown
off the machine. The failure was by diagonal tension. The piece
tipped and there was more load on the south end.
No. 1656. Reinforcement same as in No. 1655. At 60,000 lb.
a diagonal crack appeared 6 in. to the left of nier. The piece
failed violently at 108,000 lb. by diagonal tension. The maximum
load used in calculations was 1oq,000 lb.
No. 1661. 3ix square corrugated bars, same above, 1.25^.
At 80,000 lb. a diagonal crack opened on each aide of the pier and
8 in. from it. At 141,000 lb. the piece failed violently by diagonal
tension. The maximum load used in calculations waa 120,000 lb.
No. 1662. Reinforcement same as in No. 1661. At 80,0oo lb.
a diagonal crack appeared 8 1/2 in. to the left of the pier. Failure
occurred suddenly by diagonal tension at 114, 000 lb. The footing
tipped and there was more load on the south end.
No. 1665. This footing was 7 ft. long, reinforcement same
as in No. 1661. At 60,000 lb. a crack appeared on each side of the
pier and 15 in. from it. Failure occurred suddenly at 84, Ron lb.
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by diagonal tension* There was more load on the south end.
No. 1666. Also 7 ft. long. Reinforcement same as in No.
1661. At. 55,000 lb. two diagonal cracks appeared, one 8 in. to
the left of the pier and the other 2 in. to the right of the pier.
The piece failed violently at 94,00^ lb. by diagonal tension. The
concrete below the reinforcement separated from the body of the
footing.
Plain Concrete Footings.
These included all numbers between 1601 and 1616. These all
failed in the same manner, thero being no preliminary indications
of failure. For loads at failure and comparison of different
mixtures, see Table No. 8. Data and tests of footings with longitud-
inal reinforcement are given in Table No. 9»
Footings with Bent up Bars.
No. 1671. Five 1/2 in. plain round rods, one straight and
four bent up at two points, 0,84^. At 70,000 lb. a vertical crack
appeared .1u3t under the left edge of the pier. The piece failed
slowly at 125,000 lb. by tension in the steel. The bending effect
was considerable, the crack having opened up 1/4 in. at loo,ooo lb.
By the deflections it waa determined that the failure really occurred
at about 80,0n lb. and this wa3 used in the calculations.
No. 1672. Reinforcement lame as in No. 1671. At 6<">,Orio lb.
a crack appeared 2 in. to the right of the pier and inclined slightly
toward it. On the left 3ide a vertical crack showed just under the
edge of the pier and another 2 in. to the left. These cracks opened
up until at 100,000 lb. they extended to the top of the footing,
and were 1/4 in. wide at the bottom. The load was run up to 144,000
lb. when failure occurredby tension in the steel, but because of
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the extreme bending and unequal distribution of load the real failure
was hardly above 80,000 lb. and this was used.
No. 1673% Five 5/3 in. round rods, one straight and four
bent up at two points, 1.29^. This footing was first put on springs
3 in. by 12 in. placed 3 in. center to center. The load was applied
up to 80,000 lb. when the iprings bent and the piece thrown out of
position. First cracks had appeared at 60,000 lb. one on each iide
of the pier and about 1 in. from it. The springs were then reset
and the load run up to 98,000 lb. when the footing, again swung out
of position. The piece W3 then placed on the 2 1/2 in. by 7 in.
springs as in other testa and the load run up to 134,0^0 lb. The
springs at this load were practically closed and the cracks were
_ . wide
1/4 in. Aat the bottom. By the deflections it was determined that
the failure was by bond probably after 98,000 lb. and this was the
maximum load U3ed in the calculations.
No. 1674. Reinforcement same as in No. 1673. At r/\onp lb.
the first crack wa3 noted just under the right edge of the t>ier and
nearly vertical. The piece failed at 99,5(^0 lb. by diagonal tension
crack opening and causing slip of bars at final failure. The
diagonal tension crack opened 8 in. to the left of the pier. The
piece was examined and it was found that the turned up bars had
slipped 1/2 in.
No. 1675. Ux 5/8 in. plain round rods, two straight and
four bent up at two points, 1.53^. At 00,000 lb. two diagonal
cracks appeared on right 2 in. and 12 in. from pier. Failure occurred
slowly at 135,000 lb., slipping of the bars allowing diagonal tension
failure. The cracks at failure opened ut> l/4 in. and the load
was then taken off.
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No. 1676. Reinforcement same as in No. 1675. At 75,000 lb.
the first crack was noticed 4 in. to the left of the nier. The
piece failed slowly by diagonal tension on a crack beginning 7 in.
to the left of the pier. The diagonal tension failure also allowed
bars to slip slightly. The load at failure was 99,noo lb.
No. 1681. F4ve 1/2 in. square corrugated bars, high steel,
two straight and four bent up at two points, 1.25;£. At 80 t ooo lb.
first cracks appeared. The load was run up to 125,0^0 lb. six
vertical crack3 opening under pier and one slightly to the left of it.
As the springs were practically closed the load was taken off and the
piece tested on supports 4 ft. 4 in. apart. By this loading the
footing failed at 60,000 lb. An examination showed that the bars
had slipped. The maximum load used in calculations was 125, O^n Vb.
as there was very little bending up to this point. The first cracks
to open were probably tension cracks and the final failure was by
bond
.
No. 1632. Reinforcement same as in No. 1681. In this test
the first cracks appeared at 80,000 lb., one 3 in. inside left edge
of pier and one 4 in. outside and extending diagonally toward edge
of pier. The inner crack was vertical. The load was run up to
200,000 lb. but the springs took the entire load from 160,000 to
200,000 lb. by direct compression. From the deflection the maximum
load was determined to be not more than 140,000 lb. and this load
was used in the calculations. The failure was by tern ion in the
ateel.
Footings with Stirrups/
No. 1685. Five 5/8 in. olain round rods, round vertical
stirrups near a tern, 1.25/. At 60,0^0 lb. a diagonal crack appeared
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3 1/2 in. to right of pier* Just as the load was being applied
the piece failed s lowly by bond followed by diagonal tension. The
load at failure wa3 61,500 lb.
No. 1686. Reinforcement same as in No. 1605, At 60,000 lb.
a vertical srack appeared 1 in. inaide right edge of pier. The
piece failed suddenly at 82,000 lb, by bond. Examination showed
that the bars had slipped 3/8 in.
No. 168?. Reinforcement same as in No. 1685, corrugated
stirrups. At 40,000 lb. a vertical crack appeared 2 in. to the
left of the pier. The failure occurred slowly at 80,000 lb. by
slip of bar. The inner stirrup also slipped.
No. 1688. Reinforcement same as in No. 1687. At 60,ono lb.
a crack appeared 1 1/2 in. to the right of pier and extending 1 in.
inside of pier near top at failiire. The failure was slow and by
bond. The load at failure was 108,00^ lb.
No. 1691. Six l/2 in. square corrugated bars, high steel,
round vertical stirrups near stem, 1.25^. At 48,000 lb. a crack
appeared 2 in. to left of pier and inclined toward it. The piece
failed slowly at 50,000 lb, by diagonal tension. Inner stirrups
found to have slipped.
No. 1692. Reinforcement same as in No. 1691. At 61,000 lb.
a vertical crack was noticed 1 ir. to left of pier. The footing
failed slowly at 120,000 lb. by diagonal tension and bond just as
the deflections were about to be aken.
No. 1693. Reinforcement same as in No. 1691, corrugated
stirrups near stem. At 80,000 lb. a crack appeared Just under the
left edge of the pier, extending slightly inward but almost vertical,
The piece failed sufldenly at 106,600 lb. by diagonal tension between
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two stirrups.
No. 1694. Reinforcement same as in No. 1693. Two crack3
were noted at 60,000 lb. , 2 in. and 5 in. to left of pier and join-
ing 5 1/2 in. above the base. ( 3ee Fig. ) The failure occurred
suddenly at 113,000 lb. on a crack 9 in. to the left of the pier.
The failure was by diagonal tension and the bars and inner stirrup
were found to have slipped.
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Table No. 5.
Tests of Steel.
tio
In.
i
—
(
Yield Point
Po u n c\&.
Yi e l<d Ph ) Y) +
Lb.per Scj . \y).
U \ \ivinc\-\e
3-trsrt^VV)
k,D p<sr o^./n
. J7J" 3/.0 *?-<03oo
/t>3^ . 3~0& 2.3-0
/£>3S 4^*6, Z^S 3^ / & 4-36 00 £,3~700
3Z-0 /Z OOO ^3(3 <$ 00
6>Z7 30.S // 3 70 33<£> 7 <o
33. / ^773~ ^^ZOO ^-9 OOO
/6 3~3 /3.0 /^^33T0
/ 6 6>6 . S~0O /JJ 00 so^zio
/£ 7/ . S~oo 3*4:0 6>^^S~o 4-6> OOO
// 3~/ <D 37 6?3>0 3~^<3oo
^
"jj.corr. /6.7 03-0 /CO & 00
S~03 /3.S- /Z-JTOO OOO 00a
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Table No. 6.
Testa of Six Inch Cubes.
Number
Concrete
j\/otr?ber
£ oncrete
Ayeat 7e*f
/GO/ J-3-& /2SO /C73 /-zi-s 6Z /7<?o
ft /4-30 M it £3
ft If n £3 /S4S
/&// t-Z-4 6>3 /36o /-zi-s 6>Z /7O0
it •i /360 </ 63
" /3&0 ii M &3 /J&S
/COS /-zi-s /SOO /&3S /-Zi-3 3~7 /30O
tt H /330 n *t 11 /300
"
f •1 ii i 1 /z<?o
/C3& £9 S7 /300
I ti /7ZO • t 1? »» /30O
ti /i ii «/ /Z<3<?
/ 6>5/
//-Z?3 /7<30 /-Zi-3 6>3 //
It if
•i 'i 1 /ZSS
tt /7SO •I 11
/6/S /-Zi-S 63 //9S
/i 1 a Z930 M »i •I /zss
*i >l ii £73O II ii /0 70
/63S /-zg-s /390 /6>34 /-Zg-3 /Z4-0
•I n u /37&
it ii «i u ii •1 /ZSS'
/64S /-zi-j /S90 /6S7 &7 /£&<?
ii II ii •i ri 11 /s/s
II fi 4 11 /s^s
/-Zi-S 73 /6>3S /6>3>6 /-Zi-3 /Z^-o
<\ /I /330 '1 •1 •I /3/3>
u 7^ II II /zss
/-z^-s 7Z /-zi-s
ti II 73 /33s II i
1 > 73 /74-<? Ii I I /s^s
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Table No. 6.
Testa of 3ix Inch Cubes, (cont'd.
)
Number //pe a£7kst /Ut? ofZest.
/?*y&
/-zi-s /SZS /6SZ /'Zi-S <Z>Z //*3"0
'f
•t
«/ /S&& / 66>Z /-Zi-jr 7S /<£> <£>S
§t H /SZO // ss '/ /&SO
/6SZ /-zi-s /szs ss /S&&
If " 'i /J?9Z> /-z£-s 7s~ /&&S
// " /^Z& tf /sso
/6>7S /-zi-s 69 /4^-7o // ss /SS&
•I
*i /£SS /6/Z 7S /S60
II " t/ V /s9&&
/-zi-s S3 /Z6<9 /' tt /S<^&
// II /z/s /-zi-s /s/s
// St * /<?&&
/4-7Z? It Sf /Z>0O
// // 11 /6>ss /67^ /-zi-s /3/S
// // u ti </ /^<20
/-Zi-s S9 /Z&o it // 1* /£ 00
it /z/s /-/£-s 70 Z07o
// /zso a 1/ Z/ <?o
/-zi-s 6>Z /^6<3 A // ft Z030
" /67& /-zi-s jrs /ZSS
" " St //So tt 1/ /373
/67Z /-zi-S 7S /3<£><3 // tt /SSO
it si /<&#<? /^<£ /-zi-s ss /ZSS
II /3<?0 // 1/ '/ /373
/6>SZ /-z-g-s 6Z II II /SJo
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Table No. 7.
Tests of Plain Concrete Control
Beams.
Nejrr? J-aod fan/pa's Mac/-of/fopfr/t
/ 60/ 23^30 /- 3~£> 230
/ &OZ SO 2320 ft 23 3
J & OS &7 3/OO /- 2? -3^ 3 O /
6,3 2 73^3 // 2^7
l s / / 2<3oo /-2~~3- 273
&7 3^9oo 3 73
/ C 3/ 3~£ 23SO /
-2i -3 23 /
/&3Z &3 233
/ 633 3& Z330 " 23/
/ <s>3<?- 6,3 Z7^0 '1 Z6*7
/ £36> 6> 7 33^-3 //
/^^/ 3
7
zs/o , 1
/ &<?3~ 72 3S30 jf 3*9-/
/ &*H> 6>3 23~30 11 23
2
/ 6>S~/ £>/ Z6 7o '/ 2CO
/ 6>SZ So Z7£o '/ ZL 6,9
/ (r 33 7Z 333 J // 3*7-/
&>3 3/ So // 3 o6>
/ 6 6>Z 36 33 <£> CP /I 323
/ 66>S~ 6>3 3 /3~0 ' t 3 O G
/ 6>&6? 6>3~ 26>/o 1/ Z33
3 ZS<2 't 3 1
S
&Z 23&0 U Z9
/6>S/ 62 Z93o II 2.9 O
/6&3~ 3~7 293O // 2Bo
/637 296>o // Z3S
60 33/O // ZZ7
76 9 5 3-7 Z9#o // 23o
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Table Ho. 8.
Data and Te^ta of Plain Concrete Footings.
F'oof/ng
/Vo. Pays
of
C e. me-rt/~ A7ax/ rr?t/sr?
Alpp At?a<4
Lbs.
7~£t?S /cr> /r?
o A 77<3//<^/-''^/c^-
7-/>J.p>i?r'*5<?. "7.
or
7\/r?ct Ar/ y
7.60/ 02 7-3-6 AA /07 73 OOO s CAR jr-o
7602 73 7-3-6 f\A 107 14 000 278 A
/0>OS 04 7-24-5 AA 13.5 ZOOOO 2)97 A
/0O6 03 /-Z4--5 AA 123 // OOO 2/8 A
/a// 02 7-2-4 AA /4A 10 000 J/7
/6/Z 69 /-Z-4 AA /2.A 2/ OOO 4-/7 A
/6/S 63 7-/4-3 AA 2<7.J /OAOO 2)27 S
76/6 67 7-/4-3 AA /8.7 / 7 (7(70 337 5

Table No, 9,
Data of Footings with Longitudinal Reinforcement.
A/a
Ge.meni~
/ Cs> O / /_ 7^-< AA /Z.Z o.ss o
/&3Z n /zzt c— - l— /*
/ // & j /z.z o.sz 't
ii »/ /Z3
/ & •— <* /Z. 5 Z--<L/f7. p/&/s? r~<?6/r?tzf.
1 1 /J
*i
/ / St. / *i /Z3 / ZA '%
/ 7,^7 k /Z z /. Cs /I
//Z,<&-<~/ up *tJ> /7 s> 10 ' / C^f /S / f CS f / c^7 . / -—j jj
if / /• C? /. >_?
/ . f zi- - -4- //J j$ ^7 r? vj5"
/zz it
/ Lz> \-/
>t /z
z
<TL / ^5z? <^ ^ / 04- ft
1
1
/Z^f-
'/» //7 /.zs It
/6>6z. »t /Z.3 /i /ZS If
(1 /Z.3> /.2S
ii /Z.7 /ZS'
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Table No. 10.
Te'-Jts of Footinga with Longitudinal Reinforcement.
J
A/o.
Aye
fays
lead
bv<J ^/C/ ^0lY • frir* / .A -f jo /pj*—C\y^ yt'C'
/fk//7-
j Manner
of
F& / /u/^g
1 G3/ 63 40 000 33000 40 000 2/2 333 .33 Tenj/on //? Sfee/
/032 C4- S3000 ko ooo S020O 337 393 .SS
/0>33 63 4-3 ooo 73000 4-3S00 293 4S3 .82 < < / /, /is Z-?^,/ f ^> *s / G7 'y .
/034 63 4-0000 73000 4-/ 000 273 4^30 .02
/&3S 67 3"SO0O 33300 2// 323 .00 00f?O /5?
/63& b4 30 000 37o~o& 307 470 33
/9.T. /3on <?«^/
3 / r? f/'adt) -
A/y /f?7s*7s/r Y".
764-/ 70 6?0O00 92 000 33 /0>O 33~2 37o /.23
7647 6>4 7?0 000 30 000 os07 373' 720
/64f 39 7>o ooo 3 000 /O0 307 3/0 /.S3
/0*f7? 76 &000O /00 C00 30 /00 333 39 O /.6'3
£S 7?0 00 3o 000 4*?-000 307 4-60 trrif is / s/ C- yyof •
7032 73 7?o ooo 33'000 40300 32S 4-90 0-T.
39 &0 00O 72 000 3/<00o 270? 330 /.04
/0J>'0> 07 7>0 O0O ZOO 000 <^M~200 333 4-60
/6>0/ 70 3oooo /20 OOO 442O0 4~0>0 4-00 /.2S P. 7T
/002 09 30000 000 4-2 OOO 4-37 4-33- /.23 /?. T. J-aa^S srrart?
/003 6>2 SSooO 3^000 49 700 343' 2O"0 /•2S
/&00 33 SO"OOO 94-000 33~0>0>o 330 2<0O /.2S
^r-Oy-.
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Table No. 11,
Data on Footings with Turned up Bare.
A/a. 7?/J S ' /'/£?'?
/6>7/ AA /AS S- J> racing. .8Z
/ &>7Z // AA /zs .8Z
/&73 // AA /z./ /.Z3
7674 n /I A /J./) /.Z3 II
/6 7S P< A /Z3 ASS ZJ/r<a/f*>/.-^/
/6>76 AA /Z-7 /S~3 >i
/£>£/ AA /ZJ 6,- sf- com /?. /ZS'Zisft'&'f'hf"
/60Z AA /zz // /?S //
Table No. 12.
Teats of Footings with Turned up Bars.
No
Aye
0ayj C^r-tvc/f
Lb.
Met xymum
L-aaaf
Lb.
Stress m
Longitudinal
Rein-force-
menT
L b. per
.5^ -In.
Vertical
Shearing
Stress
Lb
.
per
s*\. in.
Nominal 1
Bond
5ire^S
Lb. per
In.
pestLf/pf/on of
fa*/ /ve.
/6>7/ 76 70900 3o 000 4430O 307 4-70
U7Z U 60 000 30 OO0 44300 470
7673 6>o 60 000 93000> J>SZ00 37S 4S3 F'j-'o£a£/y /Ses?^ ^;/es/&
/674 60 60 000 99^00 3S~3oo 33Z 466 /P. 77 <2r7&S //y/&/ /<etz/ />y &<ps7tsS.
U7S 69 /3S0O0 40S0>0 S33 a//oiveez/ j?. 77 pZ?//t/r&.
7676 S3 7S000 99000 Z9700 39S 30S P.T. and/2ojj/k/y /3<?/?<f/.3nf*-^ foc/rJ to /tar? j//f>pe4
/64/ 60 30 000 /ZS00O <4-&000 4#0 4^0 71e*?j/of7 cr-^fc/rs eye/red./*/-t?i6>a£/y Z?0/ra'/-??//c>re.
u<?z 73 £0 000 /<?0000 S/S0O S3o JT37

Table No. 13.
Data of Footings with ltirrup3.
Ho.
Kind o-f
Concrcie
C> emen ~t
O?of Ar'o*A^ j5A/fff/^*s
/ass AA //.£ ° S3 A-Zs AA^tsuf
A63& // AA /24 ji AZS " //
A6$7 AA /Z.8 a AZS n
A633 AA AZ.3 1/ azs a /i
A6 9/ 'i AA A23 AZS & 3 Art?/fAt AA&^s?^.
A692 a AA A3.0 3~- ^sj. <zorr: AZS' if ji
A603 '/ AA AA. 6 ii A26' //
AA AZ.3 n AZS /i ji
Table Ho. 14.
Teat3 of Footing3 with Stirrups.
/Vo. Pay&
t-0
at
C-ricAf
JLb.
AppA/ed
Ho in forte-
Lb. per Sy-in
\/ert/c*l
Shetiri/ij
Siress
Lb. per
$cj. In.
Lb.
per-
3<^. 1 n.
Fai [ore.
6/ &O000 6 A\5~oo ZZ&oo 236 Z3S A-^foAwA'Ay &0tj*AA:0AA0W&ts/6y/>.7?
60000 ScZooo 30Zoo 3/4 304 A30/?0> A~t&/AtVf-a:
/6£7 64 4000® £0 000 29S'oo 306 374 s A/r^i/p ssf/ppeej.
/63S 69 6S>000 /A?#000 307#o> 4/4 SoaT i3c>/7ciA A^/Acre
A69A 4-0^000 ^S"0 000 2o4oo 2/3 213
/69Z 60 A^/ppo /2o pop 4-4-200 46o 4^o
/693 £>A 80POO A06 600 S&Zoo 403 4-03 J?. 77 /^//t/ra
/&$4 64 60000 / A3'000 4/600 433 433 Z?. 7~- &<&r& a /jnei
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Photograph of Footing before Teat
Showing
Arrangement of Springs.
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Article 6.
-DISCUSSION -
In the plain concrete footinga the strength was found to
increase with the richness of the mixture up to 1 - 2 - 4. The
strength of the two 1-1 1/2 - 3 pieces fell below the values
obtained for the 1-2-4 mixture. This was probably due to
defective mixing or placing. All the failures were by tension in
the concrete. The values of the stresses in the extreme fiber at
failure varied from 268 lb. per sq. in. in the 1-3-6 mixture
to 367 lb. per sq. in. in the 1-2-4 mixture.
By the use of straight reinforcing bars the strength of the
footings wa3 increased from 400 to 800^ over those without rein-
forcement. The strength was found to increase with the percent of
reinforcement which varied from 0.55^ to 1.53^. Most of the test
pieces failed by diagonal tension or bond. The diagonal tension
failures were usually violent, often throwing part of the footing
off the weighing table of the machine. The bond failures were as
a rule slow as were also the failures by tension in the steel. By
the use of corrugated bars much higher strength? were obtained for
the same percent of reinforcement, due to the greater resistance
to slipping of the bars. These high bond stresses also increased
the resistance to diagonal tension. The vertical shearing stresses
developed ranged from 220 lb. per sq. in. for 0.55^ reinforcement
to 345 lb. per sq. in. for 1.25^ reinforcement of plain round rods.
For the corrugated bar reinforcement the vertical shearing stresses
ranged from 316 lb. per sq, in. for 0.82?* to 445 lb. per sq. in.
for 1.25^. The bond stresses varied from 350 lb. per sq. in. to
475 lb. per sq. in.; the corrugated bars developing the higher
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values. The pieces which failed, by bond gave early signi of
failure by almost vertical cracks like these caused by failure
by tension in the steel.
The turned up bara increased the strength of the footing from
5 to 30% over those having only straight reinforcement. In this
seriea of teats all the test piecea had four bars turned up and
one or two straight. Reinforcing thua for diagonal tension caused
failure in most cases by a lipping of the bars.
Steel stirrups did not increase the strength of the test
piecea and in aome cases actually decreased it. This waa probably
due to defective placing of stirrups, some actually being visible
on the side of the footing before the test was made. Although th®
stirrups did not strengthen the footing they seemed to act to
prevent failure by diagonal tension, and most of the pieces failed
by bond , although afew failures were obtained by diagonal tension.
Two footings 7 ft. long were tested having 1.25$ square
corrugated high steel bara and no web reinforcement. They failed
by diagonal tension and developed 76% of the strength of the 5 ft.
piecea a imilarly reinforced. No footings of this length containing
stirrups were tested, but the stirrups would probably have been
more effective for these piecea than for the shorter ones. This
ia born out by the fact that stirruns are very effective in beams
which are usually longer than 5 ft.
In testing several of the stronger footings the apringa
closed at 130,000 lb. or above. When this happened the springs
carried the load to the bed of the machine, causing no additional
stress in the test piece except compression directly under the
pier. The maximum load in these casea was determined from the
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deflections and was usually less than the load at which the springs
closed.
Only one mixture was used with the reinforced footings so
the effect of the mixture on their strength cannot be determined
from these tests.
Article 7.
-CONCLUSIONS,-
On account of the variability in mixing and. placing concrete,
a high factor of safety should be used in the design of plain
concrete footings. This variability s shown by the 1-1 1/2 - 3
concrete developing loss strength than the 1-2-4 mixture.
Using a factor of safety of 6 the safe tensile stress in the lower
fiber of the concrete would be 45 lb. per sq. in. for a 1 - 3 - 6
mixture and 60 lb. per sq. in. for a 1 - 2 - 4 mixture.
Corrugated bars have a decided advantage over plain round
rods and effect a saving of steel. The cost of the former i3
higher than that of the latter and it is doubtful if there is any
saving in cost. The effectiveness of corrugated bar is due to their
high resistance to bond and diagonal tension fairures.
Turned up bars are a very effective reinforcement to resist
diagonal tension. The best arrangement of reinforcement is to have
turned up bars and square corrugated high steel bars. Thus high
tensile bond and diagonal tension stresses are developed at the
same time. This is shown by footings Nos. 1681 and 1682 which
carried loads of 125,000 and 1-40,000 lb. respectively without
appreciable bending. The high values of 51,500 lb. per sq. in.
in the steel, 580 lb. per sq. in. vertical shearing stress and
537 lb. per sq. in. bond stress were developed in No. 1682.

Steel stirrups are not to be recommended in a footing of the
form and dimensions U3ed in this series of tests. As stated
above they would probably be effective in footings of greater length
although' hey act to prevent diagonal tension fairures they are not
as effective for this purpose as turned up corrugated bars.
Increasing the length of the footing decreases the strength
of the piece for the same per cent of reinforcement. The compari-
son is not strictly accurate as a different spacing of the springs
was used in the longer test pieces.
From this series of tests the following values are safe
working stresses to be used in the design of footings:
Tension in plain concrete, extreme fiber, 1-3-6 nn
45 lb. per sq. in.
Tension in plain concrete, extreme fiber, 1 - 2 - 4
60 lb. per sq. in.
Vertical shearing stress at edge of pier, reinforced footings
.... 100 lb. per sq. in.
Bond stress at edge of pier, round rods ......««
.... 100 lb. per sq. in.
Bond stress at edge of pier, corrugated bars
.... 150 lb. per sq. in.
Tension in steel, medium 16,000 lb. per sq. in.
Tension in steel, high elastic limit
....
20,fior> lb. per sq. in.
Compression in concrete 400 lb. per sq. in.

1601
1602
1605
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1
1606
L
1611
1618
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ir>r5i

-36-
1634

-37-
1641

1691

1646

-40-
1655
1656

-41-
f
1662

1693
\
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I
1681
\ /
V 1 <
/
// ^/^
16BP
<
1 L_J. 1
i
J
!
\\ \ \
16 i5
I'[
1 I
1 1
i [\\ .
1 1 Ll H
/III 1
/
: i
:
1
1
1 III/
1
1
1
1
ftL_U4
I 1 1 i
I M '
II
j
1
16B7
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1 III /
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III 1
1
1 1
1692
1665
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